Abstract

As human beings we all make mistakes and these mistakes are reflected as defects in the software product. These defects make the software fail which are due to our limitations as human beings. When the testing is done, the reasons for failure are identified and the defects are found. Then the defects are corrected. This is an iterative process- you need to test the software, find defect, correct the code, and test software again. The defect has to be removed by developer. To remove defect which is not easy, Most of the organization spend 40% of cost to remove defect. The process of fixing or remove bug is bug triage. Remember every mistake in manual bug triggering, even those rated with the least priority. In order to reduce time, manual boom trials are applied to price, text classification techniques to take automated bug triage.

In this paper, deal with the problem of data reduction for bug triage, i.e., how to reduce the scale and improve the quality of bug data. For the same combine instance selection and feature selection to reduce data scale on the bug dimension and the word dimension.
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